
Holosun Announces Exciting New
Products at SHOT Show

City of Industry, Ca (Jan 19,
2020) - The 2020 SHOT Show is
quickly approaching and Holosun
is introducing several new
products at their booth locations.
The new products are available for
viewing and testing at booth
number 1853 on the first floor and
10572 on the second floor. 

The 507C V2 and 407C V2 are
big hitters with housing that does
not require removal for battery
changes. With 50,000 hours of life and a solar failsafe however changing the battery
is a rare requirement. The sight is constructed with milled aluminum housing, making
it exceptionally durable and stable.

The 507k and 407k take durability to a new level with titanium housing and IP67
certified waterproofing. This powerful unit comes with all of the high quality features
found on other Holosun sights and it also incorporates a +50 MOA travel range.
Overall, these are top-level sights that will impress the most experienced tactical
shooters around.

The HM3XT offers a similar suite of features with compatibility for an AR or any
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tactical rifle platform. They take the features found on the 507k and 407k that improve
accuracy and handling for any pistol and add them to a rifle for close-quarters contact
and exceptional responsiveness. 

The 509T incorporates all of Holosun's best features with shake awake technology, a
solar failsafe, multiple reticle system, and red reticle color. The tactical sight is
lightweight and draws the eye quickly for a perfect field of vision in fast response
shooting scenarios.

Lastly, the LS111 and LS112 high-performance lasers come with linear windage and
elevation adjustment features and a coaxial laser mechanism. The powerful lasers
have titanium housing and water-resistant design for take anywhere, outdoor use. 

All of these exciting new sights and lasers are on display at SHOT Show. Visit the
Holosun booth and join the team for a range session to really experience the best
sights on the market. 

Holosun Technologies, located in City of Industry, California, was established in 2013 by one of the
industry's most successful OEM manufacturers. Holosun is committed to creating innovative optic,
laser/IR technologies that benefit a broad range of shooting, hunting, law enforcement, and military
needs.
 
Over the course of the past decade, Holosun has been at the forefront of developing new sight
technologies to fulfill a variety of shooting needs. Our product line includes innovations such as;
50,000 hr battery life, solar options, the ability to change reticles with the press of a button and
IR/Laser units that utilize the most recent advancements in laser and LED technology. At Holosun,
we pride ourselves on producing cutting-edge equipment with a competitive price that astounds the
customer and the competition.

For more information, please visit
WWW.HOLOSUN.COM
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